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SW Boatworks: A full stable
of Beals Island designs
By Brian Robbins
LAMOINE, ME – The year was
2008.
The economy was soft.
Lobster prices were down.
It seemed that the last thing
anybody was thinking about was having
a new boat built.
So what did Stewart Workman,
owner of SW Boatworks (who up to that
point had been a custom finisher of
other shops’ hulls) decide was the best
thing to do?
He bought a set of hull molds from
well-known designer/builder Calvin
Beal Jr.
And within a year or so, he also
purchased the Ernest Libby Jr.designed Young Brothers molds, as well.
“So, the obvious
question is: ‘Why?’”
I say to Stewart as
we sit in his office
at SW Boatworks
in Lamoine, Maine.
“How did you dare
to do that?”
“Well, my
wife Alice and I
talked about it,”
says Stewart.

“The economy had gone to hell in a
handbasket and boat building had gone
with it. But it was going to come back
… and we figured if I didn’t have my
own line of boats to sell, I was going to
be out of business.”
“Yeah, but …” I hesitate. “Weren’t
you scared?”
Stewart gives a tight-lipped smile
and nods. “Scared shitless.”
And I believe it.
But whether you think Stewart
Workman is a clever businessman or a
bold gambler, SW Boatworks had some
boats to build once the economy began
to rebound … and they’ve been busy
ever since.

Early years

It seems there’s been salt water
handy through
most of Stewart
Workman’s life.
Born in Bar
Harbor, ME,
Stewart developed
a fascination for
lobster boats early
on and became
well known to the
local fishermen.
“When I was

just a little kid, I’d get up early, make
a lunch, and head down to the wharf to
wait for the fishermen,” he says. “I’d
ask every one of them if I could go out to
haul for the day. When one of them said
yes, I’d let somebody know whose boat
I’d be on and go out lobstering.”
As he got older, Stewart eventually
started fishing traps of his own, moving
from an outboard into an old 34-footer
after he graduated from high school in
1982.
By his own admission Stewart “damn
near starved to death” lobstering; that
was the inspiration for a stint in the
Coast Guard that lasted from ‘87 to ’91,
part of it out on the West Coast.
Wanting to be back in Maine,
Stewart left the Coast Guard, ending
up involved in some boat restoration
projects (including converting the
old sardine carrier Lou Ann into a
windjammer) while working to get his
captain’s license.
In 1997 he began his own sightseeing
and fishing charter business, which is
where he met Alice.
“It was the captain’s outfit, wasn’t
it?” I ask Alice, who laughs.
Stewart also bought a 40’ Novi to
do some scalloping and sea cucumber
harvesting.
That was all well and good, but it
was a conversation with a friend named
Mike Gilley that started Stewart in a
new direction.
“Mike told me he had a boat to finish
that winter, but he didn’t have a shop; I
told him I had a shop and would love a

chance to finish a boat.”
Stewart had spent some time
doing finish work at the Young
Brothers shop in Corea after high
school. He and Mike Gilley made a
good team, turning out three boats
in their spare time over the next
couple years.
“By 1999, I felt like my job
was interfering with my boat
building,” says Stewart. It was
just Stewart and Alice’s 19-yearold son Will Duffy at that point,
but there was work if they
wanted it.
And that’s when SW Boatworks
came to be.

Above, a Young Brothers
40 (left) and a 45. At left,
a Calvin Beal 42. Below, a
Calvin 38 (left) and a 36.

Customs to Calvins … and
YoBros

The orders were fairly steady for
those first few years – and when
there was time in the schedule,
Stewart started a few spec boats,
which always sold quickly.
SW finished a variety of
builders’ hulls in the beginning,
but a trend developed by the
mid 2000s: Calvin Beal’s line of
models that he’d designed for
himself.
Problems developed where
SW had orders for finish jobs,
but couldn’t get the hulls in a
timely manner.
“Poor Calvin was going crazy,”
says Stewart. “He’d hired out
his layup work and it just wasn’t
See SW BOATWORKS, next page
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Continued from previous page
getting done on time. I felt bad for him – plus, we
needed hulls ourselves.”
For a couple of years Stewart and Calvin
periodically had discussions about SW taking over his
layup work, but that’s as far as it went.
Then came the day in 2008 – in the midst of the
boat building slump – when Stewart took a call from
Calvin.
The conversation went something like this,
according to Stewart.
Calvin: “I think I’ve had enough. If you want to
take over those molds and lay them up for me, I’m
ready.”
Stewart: “Well … I’ve been thinking about it and I
don’t want to do that.”
Calvin: “What do you mean?”
Stewart: “I’d rather buy them.”
Calvin: “Well … we could do that, too.”
That was Part 1 of the developing of the SW stable.
Part 2 came a year later when the Young Brothers
shop went up for sale.
Stewart briefly considered moving his operation
down to the Corea facility. He decided, however, that
he wanted to remain in Lamoine – but he was very
interested in the Young Brothers seven hull molds,
which ranged from 30’ up to 45’.
A deal was struck; and SW boats now had two
model lines designed by well-known Beals Islanders.
Now they just needed to sell some boats.
There was enough work to keep things going for a
while … and then the Calvin Beal 44 took off.

The right hull at the right time

The Calvin Beal 44 has definitely been SW’s most
popular hull over the last few years – but truth be

At left, a Calvin Beal 44
being stretched to
50’ – “It’s not just a matter
of adding 6’ to the stern,”
says Stewart. Below, an
archival shot from the
early 1990s: Calvin Beal Jr.
(left) and the late Ernest
Libby Jr., designer of the
Young Brothers model
line. They’re both holding
wooden half-models.

known, it almost never came to be.
Calvin Beal was just getting the wooden stripplanked plug underway when the economy started to
soften in 2006.
“I almost gave up on it,” says Calvin, shaking his
head. “But my wife Jeannine told me to keep going. I
finally figured, ‘I’ve started it; I might as well finish
it.’”
Stewart himself had his doubts about being able
to sell many of the beamy (17’6” wide) 44s – but after
Owls Head lobsterman Shane Hatch launched his 44’
Jill Cayden in 2011, the orders started to ramp up.
No doubt the most well-known Calvin 44 is
Tuna.com, built by SW for Dave Carraro of Gloucester,

“This Engine Has Proven Itself - I LOVE IT!”

The Victorinox is an incredible Mussel Ridge 48’ boat and owner

Donald Simmons is super impressed with his BAUDOUIN 6M.26.3 @ 815HP
engine. “I love my Baudouin engine. It’s quiet and generates unbelievable
power and I‘m getting super fuel consumption while working and
steaming where I use it most.”
The BAUDOUIN 6M.26.3 is a 4 stroke, direct injection, common-rail diesel
engine that has full-service accessibility, engine block inspection hatches and the
latest safe technology.
To learn more, call MSHS at 860-876-6102 or the dealer nearest you or visit www.mshs.com

Motor-Services Hugo Stamp, Inc.
Authorized Distributor and Service Center

Baudouin
6M.26.3

Toll free: 800-622-6747 | +1 860-876-6102 | www.mshs.com
94 Tillson Ave., Rockland ME 04841

Kennedy Marine Engineering - Roger Kennedy at 207-546-7139
James Rich Boat Yard - Jamie Thurlow at 207-244-3208
O’Hara Corporation - Mike Mayo at 207-594-4444
Noank Shipyard/Seaport Marine - Harry Boardsen at 860-625-3181
Front Street Shipyard - JB Turner at 207-930-3740
Diesel Smith (Cape Cod & The Islands) - Lukas Smith at 774-212-1017
Jake’s Repair Service - Jake Montalvo at 207-504-7055
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MA and featured on the Wicked Tuna television series.
The Tuna.com project brought national attention to SW
Boatworks – which was a mixed
blessing at times. Sure, the exposure
was great … but it also made for extra
Brian Robbins photo
pressure during the period leading up
From left to right,
to launch and sea trials, with cameras
SW’s Will Duffy,
seemingly on hand for every step of
Gleason Smith,
the process, whether they were fans’
Stewart Workman,
iPhones or a television crew.
and Shawn Snow.
Tuna.com performed like a champ,
however – another notch in SW’s belt.

Teamwork

As SW’s workload has increased, the crew has expanded
to include 19 people total. Stewart and wife Alice (who came
onboard full time in 2011 as business manager) are quick to
praise their crew.
“We couldn’t do this without good
people,” says Stewart.
Key players include Alice’s son Will
Duffy, who has worked with Stewart
since 1999. “Will’s one of our shop
supervisors,” says Alice, “and Stewart is
always bouncing ideas off of him.
“Gleason Smith is our other shop
supervisor. Both he and Will have
learned from Stewart and are great at
what they do – including overseeing
crews and talking with customers.”
“Shawn Snow runs our layup shop,”
says Stewart, “and he’s a great fiberglass
man – a very talented guy.”
Two years ago Stewart (under the
watchful eye of Calvin Beal) stretched a
38-footer to 42’, using it as a plug for a
new model that has been very successful.
Currently the shop is doing another
lengthening project – taking a Calvin
44 to 50’ – but Stewart says this one is a
one-off.
Sometimes you gotta know when to
hold ‘em. ■

ZF technology – the intelligent choice
to get your power to the water.

Brian Robbins photos

Above, from 2011: Calvin Beal with the
strip-planked plug for the 30’x12’ model.
Below, the first 30 to hit the water was
finished by Calvin for son-in-law Roger
Beal.

High performance, innovation, expert design, quality manufacturing, reliability, smooth quiet
shifting, proven benefits, proven technology and customization based on your specific needs.

ZF Marine Propulsion Systems Miramar, LLC
CONNECT TO ZF MARINE 24/7:
East Coast Parts & Service
1-866-896-4040
Web Site: www.zf.com/marine

Susan Mortgu
Account Manager,
Northeast & Eastern Canada
Cell: 401-525-0946
Susan.Mortgu@zf.com
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